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NEW &
EXCLUSIVE,
LIMITED
EDITION:

SWEET LIKE
CANDY EAU
DE PARFUM BY
ARIANA GRANDE,
50 ML, $58

Ready to fall in love?
Valentine’s Day calls for
swoon-worthy scents and
gorgeous lipsticks that
set the stage for romance.
This February 14th,
beautyBOUTIQUE is your
number one destination for
dreamy beauty essentials.

NEW:

YVES STLAURENT BLACK
OPIUM THE FLORAL
SHOCK EAU DE
PARFUM, 50 ML, $110

SMASHBOX ALWAYS
ON MATTE LIQUID
LIPSTICK IN BAWSE,
OUT LOUD, STEPPING
OUT, SHOCKAHOLIC
AND DREAM HUGE,
$28 EACH

YVES
ST-LAURENT
MON PARIS
EAU DE
PARFUM
50 ML $115

STILA
AQUA LIPS
WATER
PLUMPING
PRIMER, $27

NEW & LIMITED
EDITION: STILA

GLITTERATI LIP TOP COAT
IN TRANSCEND, $29

STILA LUSH
LIP BRUSH
#6, $31

NEW SHADES: STILA
STAY ALL DAY LIQUID
LIPSTICK IN PERLA, $31

CHLOÉ FLEUR
DE PARFUM,
50 ML, $122

treat yourself and others
to the best beauty gifts

PRADA CANDY
KISS EAU DE
PARFUM, 80ML
$128, AND PRADA
CANDY EAU DE
PARFUM, 80ML $128

Discover each of these
beauty treats in-store
and online at
beautyBOUTIQUE.ca

VISIT IN-S TORE AND ONLINE AT beautyBOUTIQUE.ca
SHOPPERSDRUGMART

@SHOPPERSDRUGMARTOFFICIAL

# L I P SA ND S CE NTS

JUICY
COUTURE
VIVA LA JUICY
ROSÉ EAU
DE PARFUM,
50ML $89

JUICY
COUTURE VIVA
LA JUICY EAU
DE PARFUM,
50ML $89

NEW:

JUICY
COUTURE
VIVA LA JUICY
SUCRÉ EAU
DE PARFUM,
50ML $89

NEW AND
EXCLUSIVE:

BOURJOIS
ROUGE EDITION VELVET
IN SO HAP-PINK,
PERSONNE NE ROUGE!,
OLÉ FLAMINGO! AND
NUDE-IST, $24 EACH

NEW:

LISE WATIER
ROUGE INTENSE SUPRÊME
IN JASMINE, CAROLINE,
CHARLIZE, DAPHNE, JADE,
JASMINE, KELLY, KIM, MARY,
MAYA, OLIVIA, SUZAN AND
ZOE, $27 EACH

KNOW
COSMETICS NO
BLEEDING LIPS™
SECRET LIP
LINER, $14.99

KNOW COSMETICS
NO THIN LIPS™
SECRET LIP
PLUMPER, $18

NEW:

KNOW
COSMETICS
NO, MY LIPS
ARE SEALED™
LIPSTICK
TOPCOAT, $25

NEW: TORY
BURCH LOVE
RELENTLESSLY
EAU DE PARFUM,
100 ML $136

VISIT IN-S TORE AND ONLINE AT beautyBOUTIQUE.ca
SHOPPERSDRUGMART

@SHOPPERSDRUGMARTOFFICIAL
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DATE PREP
The essentials you’ll need
to survive Valentine’s Day
page 5

MAKEUP LESSON

EASY GLAM
Six steps to a top model look
page 3

TRUE
ROMANCE

MAKEUP

KISS KISS
The best lipstick for
every skin tone
page 3

Finding the perfect look for a cool night out—or
a hot evening in—doesn’t need to be as hard
as finding true love. Check out our top tips to
achieving gorgeous Valentine’s Day style

HAIR

CELEB STYLE
A-list hair tricks
page 2
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Clockwise from top: Reese Witherspoon,
Elizabeth Olsen, Ali Larter, Hailee Steinfeld,
Rachel McAdams, Mark Townsend
with Elizabeth Olsen, Kylie Bunbury and
Ashley and Mary-Kate Olsen.

Mane
attraction

Keep hair soft “If you’re on a

date, I want your boyfriend or
girlfriend to be able to touch
your hair. I remember when
hair was so ‘done,’ with crunchy
curls or sprayed-into-place
updos. Now, we’re really
s e e i n g e f for t le s slooking hair.”

Fall in love with soft, touchable hair this Valentine’s Day
with help from celebrity hairstylist Mark Townsend
BY NATASHA BRUNO

Mark Townsend is one of the most respected hairstylists in Hollywood.
He’s the longtime creator of the Olsen twins’ signature undone waves and
was responsible for giving the then-freshly-divorced Reese Witherspoon the
eyebrow-grazing bang cut she debuted at the 2007 Golden Globes. “But the
most romantic hairstyle I’ve created was for Mary-Kate Olsen on her wedding
day—she didn’t change her style for it, and I think that’s so important,” says
Townsend, Dove’s resident celebrity hairstylist, who also styles A-listers
like Dakota Johnson, Natalie Portman and Jennifer Lawrence. “It was a
long braid down the back, but it was very, very loose. It actually wasn’t
even braided; I used a few hairpins and pieces of leather to hold everything
in place. I was so inspired that I just started sculpting.” Read on for his
secrets to creating equally gorgeous date-night hair.

Work in sections to make
your updo a success

“When Julia Roberts was dating
Benjamin Bratt, she used to
come and get her hair blown
out because she didn’t want
him to know she had curly
hair. Be yourself! Date night,
Valentine’s Day, wedding day,
all of it. Be yourself.”

“There’s nothing sexier than an updo
that looks like the whole thing would
come cascading down if you took out one
hairpin. I section the whole front half off
first—everything in front of the ears.
I then create the updo with the
hair at the back, and finish
by pulling the front half
back. That makes it
so much easier.”

Don’t be the girl who’s
afraid to touch her hair

1

1. Dry shampoo
“Dry shampoo has really replaced hairspray for hairstyles. Because of its starch
and powder, dry shampoo creates friction and gives you so much more grip. I
even spray my hairpins with dry shampoo
before I use them because it helps lock
them into place.”
DOVE REFRESH + CARE INVIGORATING DRY
SHAMPOO, $8, SHOPPERS DRUG MART

2. Coconut oil
“There’s nothing better than natural oils for
smoothing curls. I don’t leave the house
without a jar of unrefined coconut oil.”
JAX COCO SNAPS COCONUT OIL PACKETS,
$14 FOR 24, JAXCOCO.COM
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Scarlett O’Hara
(Vivian Leigh)
had to choose
between Rhett
and Ashley in
Gone with the
Wind but her
victory-roll
hairdo was the
obvious winner.

In Grease, Olivia
Newton-John’s
sweet Sandy
triumphs by
winning bad boy
Danny’s heart
and achieving
epically voluminous curls.

An ultradelicate Claire
Danes sports a
beautiful half-up
hairdo for teen
romance Romeo
and Juliet’s
most breathtaking scenes.

“I get that touching might
cause frizz, but it’s really
romantic. Even brushing
a bang or curl off your
forehead is say ing, ‘I
want to see you, and I
want you to see me as
well.’ The body language
of it is so amazing.”

TOOL KIT
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BY RANI SHEEN

3. Diffuser
“I use a diffuser all the time because I like
as much natural texture as possible. It was
Mary-Kate Olsen who said, ‘Can we just
diffuse my hair because I don’t want it to
look blown out, and when you rough-dry,

it creates so much frizz.’ I didn’t have a
diffuser so I used a sock! It didn’t work at
all. The next day I put a diffuser in my kit.”
T3 SOFT TOUCH DIFFUSER, $32, BEAUTYBOUTIQUE.CA

4. New-wave beach spray
“Those beach sprays from 10 years ago
contained so much salt—they dried out
the hair and felt horrible. Now, there are
moisturizers and coconut oil in many beach
sprays to give you really touchable texture.”
MARC ANTHONY DREAM WAVES BEACH
SPRAY, $12, SHOPPERS DRUG MART

5. Multiple brushes
“I have a hairbrush that’s just my dry
sha m p o o b r ush . Wh e n yo u b r ush it
through, the starches and powders absorb
the oils. You get a clean surface to work
with, but the hair still has the guts and
grip you need.”
STYLIZE CUSHION WIRE FINISHING BRUSH,
$20, SHOPPERS DRUG MART

FRAGRANCE

MATCH YOUR PERFUME TO YOUR DATE

“You smell so good” is a fixture in the compliment hall of fame, and the way to a love interest’s heart is often through the nose.
Here, beauty director Rani Sheen presents a selection of scents to swoon over for the ultimate romantic experience

Bond girl by
way of NSA
agent Jinx (Halle
Berry) is rescued
often in Die
Another Day, but
when it comes
to her final
sword fight and
perfectly shaped
coif, she needs
no help.

As mob wife
Elvira, Michelle
Pfeiffer coolly
deals with the
worst kind
of gangster
behaviour in
Scarface, with
nary a rollunder-bobbed
hair out of place.
As Princess Leia
in Star Wars, the
late, great Carrie
Fisher proved a
woman’s place
is in the resistance and a set
of coiled buns
will capture the
imagination
of the entire
universe.

We weren’t
crying, you were
crying when
Rachel McAdams’s soft updo
came undone in
the rain in The
Notebook’s epic
rowboat scene.

A ROMANTIC
PERIOD MOVIE

A WEEKEND
IN THE COUNTRY

A NIGHT OF
SALSA DANCING

A SUPPER CLUB
NIGHTCAP

YARDLEY
ENGLISH ROSE
EAU DE TOILETTE,
$19 (50 ML)

MIU MIU L’EAU BLEUE
EAU DE PARFUM,
$105 (50 ML)

ESCADA FIESTA
CARIOCA EAU DE
TOILETTE, $66 (50 ML)

Love notes: Lily
of the valley,
honeysuckle,
Akigalawood

Love notes:
Passion fruit
accord, jasmine,
passion flower

SALVATORE FERRAGAMO
SIGNORINA MISTERIOSA
EAU DE PARFUM,
$105 (50 ML)

Love notes:
Rosebud,
magnolia, violet

Love notes: Orange
blossom, tuberose, black
vanilla mousse accord

A COUPLES’
MASSAGE

FRO-YO FOR TWO

GUERLAIN AQUA ALLEGORIA PERA GRANITA EAU
CLARINS EAU
DE
TOILETTE, $75 (75 ML)
RESSOURCANTE REBALANCING FRAGRANCE,
Love notes: Pear,
$57 (100 ML)
bergamot, osmanthus

Love notes:
Basil, iris, Virginia
cedar wood

ALL AVAILABLE AT BEAUTYBOUTIQUE.CA EXCEPT
YARDLEY AVAILABLE AT
SHOPPERS DRUG MART

Perfectly
sculpted hairstyles and
impeccably
applied blush
(very Chanel
Spring 2016)
belie the struggles of Chiyo
(Zhang Ziyi) in
Memoirs of
a Geisha.

PHOTOGRAPHY: GETTY IMAGES (MANE ATTRACTION CELEBS)

“ I f y ou’v e g ot t h e
length, put hair into
a pony ta i l f irst.
It w i l l g i v e y o u
more control over
ever y thing. You
can then loop the
tail up and stick
hairpins under the
elastic. That elastic
is going to be your
best friend and
keep everything
in place.”
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Take inspiration from the most
romantic—and sometimes tragic—
onscreen love stories of all time

Halfway through
Pretty Woman,
streetwise sex
worker Vivian
(Julia Roberts)
reveals her
auburn curls—
and her softer
side—to all-biz
Prince Charming
Richard Gere.

Start your updo with
a pony

“Adding
braids
is such an easy way to make
an updo look much more
complicated and intricate.”

EPIC ONSCREEN
BEAUTY

Elizabeth
Taylor’s
Cleopatra may
not have had
much luck
with Caesar or
Antony, but her
blue shadow
and blunt
bangs were
always there
for her.

Own your natural texture

Put a
braid
on it

POP CULTURE
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MODEL MUST-HAVES

Mega-model Candice Swanepoel’s favourite things
MAKEUP

BY KATHRYN HUDSON

BLUSH LIPS

“Being a mother is definitely a learning experience and it’s
all about testing yourself. When you’re pregnant you have
all these thoughts about what kind of mom you want to
be, but now that I’m a mother, I’m learning how nurturing
I can be. I was a little nervous to become a mom, but I’m
gaining confidence. I’ve learned that I’m much stronger
than I thought I was.”

CLARINS JOLI
ROUGE BRILLIANT LIPSTICK
IN TENDER
NUDE, $29

RUTH
NEGGA

Long-wearing
REVLON
ULTRA HD GEL
LIPCOLOR IN
DESERT, $12

High shine

BURT’S BEES
TINTED LIP OIL
IN CARAMEL
CLOUD, $12

Powdery
matte
QUO LIP
VELOUR IN
ANGELIC, $14

VIOLA
DAVIS

Dewy sheer

L’ORÉAL PARIS
INFALLIBLE LIP
PAINT IN NUDE
STAR, $13

HELEN
MIRREN

THE POWER OF LOVE

Creamy
EMMA
STONE

“It’s so
powerful to
be gentle and
strong. Women
have that
natural ability
to take care
of the planet,
to take care
of each other.
What the world
needs is more
women in positions of power.”

A bright red lip may be alluring, but when you
want to do some serious smooching, a kissable
blush is your best bet. Here, gorgeous neutrals in
every texture, to suit every age and skin tone.
Breath mints not included

JENNIFER
LOPEZ

Candice Swanepoel has been one of get that beautiful glow and sheen
Forbes’s highest-earning models for on the skin.”
years. The South Africa native has
walked runways for Chanel and Jean 3. Yummy fragrance
Paul Gaultier, appeared on countless “Viva La Juicy Sucré is sweet, fruity
magazine covers and has been tapped and almost delicious. All the notes are
as the face of Juicy
yummy: peach nectar,
Couture fragrances.
almond cream, vanilla.
THE
POWER
OF
While Swanepoel
I’m going to be wearing
WOMEN
is best known as a
it on Valentine’s
long-standing VictoDay, for sure.”
ria’s S e cret A n g e l ,
VIVA LA JUICY
she opted out of
SUCRÉ EAU
DE PARFUM
this year ’s show to
SPRAY (50 ML),
spend time with her
$89, BEAUTYBOUTIQUE.CA
newborn son, Anacã.
We caught up with
4. An uplifting read
her over the phone
“A l l t h e b o o k s I ’ m
from Brazil (her
reading right now are
long-time par tner
mommy books, but one
is Brazilian model
of my all-time favouHermann Nicoli) to ask
rites—which I actually
her about five things
carry around with me
she loves.
b e c a use it ’s su ch a n
uplifting, easy read—is
1. The beach
The Four Agreements. It
“ I ’m addicted to
has always helped me.”
the beach—we
THE FOUR
are in Brazil right
AGREEMENTS:
n ow. I ’m o bse s se d
A PRACTICAL
GUIDE TO
with protecting my
PERSONAL
s k i n f ro m th e s u n ,
FREEDOM BY
DON MIGUEL
so I always bring
RUIZ, $19,
sunscreen, a sarong
CHAPTERS.
and a hat. I also bring
INDIGO.CA
rackets, because we
play a Brazilian version of beach ball, 5. Catching some Zs
and some music.”
“I used to love sleeping in as long as
I possibly could! My whole life has
2. Glowing skin
changed since having a baby—I have
“For body, I use sunscreen that’s to wake up super early, so my new
in a spray bottle. When we shoot treat is being able to have a nap in
swimwear, they spray us with it to the afternoon.”

MERYL
STREEP

Velvet finish
RIMMEL
THE ONLY!
MATTE
LIPSTICK IN
TRENDSETTER,
$9

ALL AVAILABLE AT SHOPPERS DRUG MART EXCEPT
CLARINS AVAILABLE AT BEAUTYBOUTIQUE.CA

MAKEUP LESSON

Date night glam
Get inspired for your next night out with one of
Kendall Jenner’s signature looks

The many faces of
Kendall Jenner,
who plays with
variations on
her signature
beauty look:
sultry defined
eyes and
pale lips.

BY CARLY OSTROFF

PHOTOGRAPHY: GETTY IMAGES (CELEBS). PETER STIGTER: LIPS. INSTAGRAM: @ANGELCANDICES (THE POWER OF LOVE)

In just a few years, Kendall Jenner—a 21-year-old
model mogul known for her off-duty topknots
and vampy red carpet gowns—skyrocketed
from reality TV presence to the cover
of Vogue, picking up a major beauty
contract along the way. Now, she’s
a fully f ledged pop culture icon:
“1000+ ideas about Kendall Jenner
Eyebrows” is a top categor y on
Pinterest. “It’s been really incredible
to work with a girl who’s at the top
of her career right now, and also to
be part of her rise,” says Estée Lauder
makeup pro, Victor Henao, who has
worked closely with Jenner since she
signed on to work w ith the beaut y
company two and a half years ago. The
New-York-based makeup artist, whose skills
have also been featured in Vogue China and W
Magazine, is an expert on creating Jenner’s signature smouldering-eyed, neutral-lipped look. Read
on to master Jenner’s sultry look for your next
date night.

“A neutral eyeshadow palette, black and brown eyeliner, mascara, liquid eyeliner,
bronzer and a nude lipstick are every girl’s bucket list Kendall products.”—Victor Henao
1. Skin Healthy, hydrated skin is key.
Henao recommends prepping skin
with a repairing serum and moisturizer, which he then tops with a
hydrating liquid foundation. Underneath the eyes, he relies on a highlighting concealer to brighten any
dark circles or puffiness.
2. Brows Jenner’s well-defined brows
are a big part of her finished look, so
do as Henao does and fill in brows
with a pencil right away to frame
the face.
3. Eyes To define the eye, Henao
applies a coffee-coloured liner on
upper eyelids, which he smudges
out from the lash line so it gets
thicker towards the outer corners. “I
take a brush and diffuse the pencil to
really blend it on the eyelid,” explains
Henao. Next, he uses a round fluffy
brush to apply a medium gold shade
from the Pure Color Envy Sculpting
EyeShadow 5-Color Palette overtop

of the liner. “A signature Kendall
thing is to apply the same colour
under the eye as well,” he says.
“Make sure it’s super diffused.”

TOOL KIT

4. Lashes There’s nothing more
quintessential to a Jenner-inspired
look than dramatic lashes. Henao
applies two coats of mascara, then
makes them look even more full by
following the lash line closely with a
black liquid liner.
5. Bronzer A glowy flush of colour
brings warmth to this smoky look.
“With Kendall, we don’t do a lot of
blush, but I love to use bronzer on
her,” says Henao. “It’s not so much a
contour moment, but more of a flush
of colour on the cheek.”
6. Lips “What better way to finish
a Kendall look than her favourite
lipstick colour?” says Henao. The
peachy neutral lipstick named Insatiable Ivory is Jenner’s one and only.

SHADOW PALETTE: ESTÉE LAUDER PURE COLOR ENVY SCULPTING EYESHADOW 5-COLOR PALETTE IN IVORY POWER, $58
BROWN LINER: MARCELLE VELVET GEL WATERPROOF EYELINER IN DARK CHOCOLATE, $12
LIQUID LINER: LISE WATIER FELINE EYELINER HD IN CHARBON, $22
MASCARA: COVERGIRL SO LASHY! BLAST PRO MASCARA IN EXTREME BLACK, $13
BRONZER: URBAN DECAY BEACHED BRONZER IN BRONZED, $35, AVAILABLE IN MARCH
NUDE LIPSTICK: ESTÉE LAUDER PURE COLOR ENVY SCULPTING LIPSTICK IN INSATIABLE IVORY, $36
ALL AVAILABLE AT BEAUTYBOUTIQUE.CA EXCEPT COVERGIRL AVAILABLE AT SHOPPERS DRUG MART
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Modern date dressing
A fun night out deserves more than your everyday attire. Go for glamour with these celeb-inspired looks
BY JILLIAN VIEIRA

TREND

LACE
DRESS
WEAR IT WITH: An oversized,
menswear-inspired blazer

The boxy shape of the jacket
contrasts the feminine details in
an unexpected way.

SLEEK
SLIP

Textural extras

A classic slip dress
acts as a blank canvas
for extra-special
accessories (think
shoulder-grazing
earrings).

PAIGE NOVICK BRACELET, $10,040,
SAKS. BY MALENE BIRGER
JACKET, $688, JCREW.COM. HUGO
SHOES, $475, HUGOBOSS.COM.
LUCIAN MATIS DRESS, $1,795,
LUCIANMATIS.COM

GINA RODRIGUEZ

WEAR IT WITH:
TREND

PADMA LAKSHMI

EUGENIA KIM SHOES,
$645, EUGENIAKIM.
COM. WILFRED BY
ARITZIA DRESS, $140,
ARITZIA. MICHAEL KORS
COLLECTION BAG, $695,
MICHAELKORS.CA.
WINNERS EARRINGS,
$20, WINNERS.CA

TREND

GILDED
BASICS
WEAR IT WITH:

An architectural
ponytail wrap

JENNIFER BEHR PONYWRAP, $425, JENNIFERBEHR.COM. IRO
TOP, $300, FARFETCH.
COM. ALICE + OLIVIA
BY STACEY BENDET
PANTS, $255, SAKS.
JOSEPH VEST, $1,560,
JOSEPH-FASHION.COM.
COLE HAAN SHOES,
$250, NORDSTROM

FELICITY HUFFMAN

GEENA DAVIS

Balancing out a
block of sparkle
means keeping other
elements of your
look streamlined.

TREND

FLIRTY
DRESS
WEAR IT WITH: A dramatic jacket
The jacket’s relaxed fit brings a laid-back
vibe to a coquettish dress.

BEAUTY INSIDER

FRESH AIR

Dry shampoo’s next wave takes the popular spray from one-trick pony to serious styling tool
BY JILLIAN VIEIRA

Of all the sights backstage at the splashy
Charlotte Olympia Spring 2017 runway show
in London—a gaggle of dancers rehearsing, a
delectable craft services platter and a giant
banana costume (don’t ask)—my eyes
landed on what can only be described as a
treasure chest of beauty gold: hundreds of
bottles of Batiste dry shampoo spilling
out of an enormous suitcase in the
centre of the room. The loot belonged
to top hairstylist Sam McKnight and his
team, who used the unlikely bounty—
not strong-hold hairspray, not megavolume mousse—to create a modern
take on side-swept 1940s waves.

W hen dr y shampoo hit store
shelves more than 40 years ago, we
gained access to one of the most
useful beauty innovations since,
well, shampoo itself. And when
the category really took off

about 10 years ago, greasy roots and limp strands
became manageable—no longer a midday crisis.
Daily hair-washers became carefree owners of
glorious third-day hair. High profile hairstylists like McKnight have since proven
that achieving woke-up-looking-likea-rock-star texture is only a spray and
tousle away.
Now, British dry shampoo brand
Batiste—it’s been the top-selling
brand in the U.K. for more than 30
years—is rethinking the possibilities
of the product we can’t seem to get
enough of. This next frontier: Freshly
washed hair can also benefit from dry
shampoo as a tool to achieve Blake
Lively and Beyoncé level volume.
Batiste is betting on the addition
of silica, a chemical compound that
lets you achieve blowout-worthy
body minus the stickiness or stiff
hold that a traditional hairspray
can leave behind. And there are
new ways to use it, too: McKnight
suggests dousing a natural bristle
hairbrush with dry shampoo, tipping
your head upside down and brushing thoroughly. “It gives hair that ’70s-inspired fuller
texture,” he says. The question is, with a better
resumé than Jennifer Lawrence, what can’t dry
shampoo do?

GET THE LOOK
Legendary hairstylist
Sam McKnight’s guide
to creating the Charlotte Olympia runway
look inspired by Jean
Harlow and Katharine
Hepburn:
Step 1: Prep damp hair
with dry shampoo to
“add grip and hold,”
then blow- dr y until
smooth with a large
round brush.
Step 2 : In small sections , apply
heated rollers to the hair at the crown
and work your way down until the
whole head is complete.
Step 3: Once fully cooled, remove
rollers and separate waves with your
fingers. Slightly stretch the waves
with a blow-dryer to loosen them.
S t e p 4 : G a t h e r h a i r i n to t h re e
sections and mould each into a
faux-bob shape. Spray with volumeboosting dry shampoo to keep the
look bouncy and full.
BATISTE DRY SHAMPOO PLUS
HEAVENLY VOLUME, $10, SHOPPERS
DRUG MART

Fragrance note: Batiste
is now approaching scent
development like a perfumer.
Layered top, heart and base
notes (think bergamot,
jasmine and vanilla bean)
create a complex, extra-fresh
fragrance that bolsters
the illusion of squeakyclean hair.

PHOTOGRAPHY: GETTY IMAGES (RUNWAY, DANCERS, CELEBS). COURTESY OF CHARLOTTE OLYMPIA (BACKSTAGE HAIR)

REBECCA MINKOFF EARRINGS, $90, REBECCAMINKOFF.COM. CALL IT SPRING SHOES, $60,
CALL IT SPRING. J.W. ANDERSON JACKET, $1,635,
MATCHESFASHION.COM JUDITH & CHARLES
DRESS, $495, JUDITHANDCHARLES.COM
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Ace Valentine’s Day

Whether you have a hot date or you’d rather stick as close as possible to your comfy couch,
we’ve got the perfect ideas to get you through February 14

HEAVY
ROMANCE

BY VERONICA SAROLI

Catherine
Lacey maps out
affairs between
20th-century
creatives in The Art
of the Affair: An
Illustrated History
of Love, Sex, and
Artistic Influence.

“Noah was a country boy;
Ali was from the city.” Are
you crying yet? How about “I
wrote you every day for a year!”
Stream The Notebook as the
tears stream down your face.
It’s never been easier to
get flowers delivered stat.
Landeau (givelandeau.
ca) will drop off a lavish
bouquet of 25 roses—red,
white, pink, sunset orange,
you name it—in a pristine
white pail for $150.

LIGHT
ENTERTAINMENT

$27, BOOKSTORES

STUART WEITZMAN
SHOES, $598,
STUARTWEITZMAN.CA

Did someone say
pink champagne?
LAURENTPERRIER CUVÉE
BRUT ROSÉ
CHAMPAGNE,
$100, WHERE
ALCOHOL IS
SOLD

URBAN DECAY
NAKED
ULTIMATE BASICS
EYESHADOW
PALETTE, $68,
BEAUTYBOUTIQUE.CA

The premise sells itself: She
wants to learn How to Lose
a Guy in 10 Days and he
needs to prove that he can
get any woman to fall madly
in love with him. Are you
team Kate Hudson or team
Matthew McConaughey?

Julia and Evan meet at Yale before
the Great Recession, and move to
New York during the thick of it. She,
wealthy and privileged, occupies
an unfulfilling job, and he, from
a rural Canadian town, gets a job
with a sketchy, shrouded hedge
fund. The Futures, the debut novel
from B.C. writer Anna Pitoniak,
explores Julia’s and Evan’s dreams and
expectations—for better or worse.

Here’s
something
Mother Nature
can’t do: craft
ketchup Doritos
into a bouquet
of chip roses.
Yes, really. These
beauties can be
delivered free in
Vancouver and
Toronto.

Aziz Ansari’s Netflix original
series, Master of None, provides
a few key takeaways, including
but not limited to pursue your
dreams; be authentic; and don’t
be afraid to fly on a date.

Of course Fifty Shades Darker
hits theatres on Valentine’s Day,
because singletons and couples
alike can attend and take from it
what they will.

ERES
BODYSUIT,
$1,005, ERES
TORONTO

OLIVIA
VON HALLE
PYJAMAS,
$688,
NET-APORTER.
COM

LANCÔME JUICY
SHAKER IN MANGOES
WILD, $28, BEAUTYBOUTIQUE.CA

MIU MIU SUNGLASSES,
$490, HOLT RENFREW

MICHAEL MICHAEL
KORS CHARM, $20,
MICHAELKORS.CA

$34, BOOKSTORES

NETFLIX-ING FROM
THE COUCH

FAR FROM THE
COUCH

THE KIT LOVES

FUSS-FREE ROMANCE
Truth be told, I’m not a dreamy-Valentine’s-Day type of
woman. Sure, I appreciate a dinner out and relish any
opportunity to spend some time with my husband—
especially when it doesn’t revolve around
scheduling errands or daycare pickups. But
I am just a little too eye-rolly for traditional
romantic gestures and can’t imagine the
terrifying amounts of free time or organization one would need to procure fancy,
pink lingerie—and remember to wear it.
But this year, after witnessing Ryan Gosling
and Emma Stone’s crackling chemistry in
La La Land (#oscars2017), I’m hoping to
remember that love is lovely and sometimes it’s important to make time for a little
dancing. Since I’m still me, I’ll be picking up a
Valentines Day outfit that includes comfortable menswear-inspired mules, a classic
dress fit for fan kicks (but that also won’t
wrinkle when I travel with it later for a work
event) and a few sparkly hairpins I can stash
in my bag for hair-in-my-face emergencies.

INDIGO
GRAPEFRUIT
OLEANDER
CANDLE, $25,
INDIGO.CA

PHOTOGRAPHY: PETER STIGTER (WU)

ONE-MINUTE MIRACLE

SALONI
DRESS,
$590,
NET-APORTER.
COM

TRESEMMÉ KERATIN
SMOOTH HAIRSPRAY, $7,
SHOPPERS DRUG MART

PIXI BEAUTY
MATTELUSTRE
LIPSTICK IN
HONEY BARE,
$16, SHOPPERS DRUG
MART

JOHN
BEASLEY
PRESENTS
MONK’ESTRA
VOL. 1, $21,
AMAZON.CA

<
“This great read will
keep me thinking
about love long after
Valentine’s Day.”

Editor-in-Chief
Laura deCarufel
@Laura_deCarufel
@LauradeCarufel

Plus: a page-turning new novel (by my favourite Canadian
author) and a must-listen-to Grammy-nominated album
will continue the jazzy mood long after February.

JENNIFER
BEHR
PINS, $360,
JENNIFERBEHR.COM

TOPSHOP
CLUTCH, $30,
THEBAY.COM

WINNERS
SHOES, $100,
WINNERS.CA

JASON WU

CAROLINA
HERRERA

The Kit’s executive editor, Kathryn Hudson, falls for easy date dressing

THE LONELY
HEARTS
HOTEL BY
HEATHER
O’NEILL, $33,
AMAZON.CA
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Dear Smashbox Photo
Finish Lid Primer:
Before we met, I had a
complicated—stormy!—
relationship with
eyeshadow. Once applied,
it slipped off my lids like
a toddler whooshing
down a waterslide. Oh,
the cut-eye I cast on my
shadow stash. But now,
your genius base acts
like the sun at high noon:
It keeps my shadow
firmly in place. Not only
that, your sooty-coloured
formula also deepens
and intensifies the colour,
which means I can create
a smoky eye in the time
it takes to say “Shadow,
all is forgiven.” You know,
if this whole innovative
makeup thing doesn’t
work out, you’d make a
rad couples counsellor.
Love, Laura deCarufel
SMASHBOX PHOTO FINISH LID PRIMER
IN SMOKE, $25, BEAUTYBOUTIQUE.CA
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ESTÉE
LAUDER PURE
COLOR ENVY
LIPSTICK IN
ENVIOUS, $36

ESTÉE LAUDER
PLEASURES EAU
DE PARFUM
50ML, $72, AND
100 ML, $98
CLINIQUE CHUBBY STICK
MOISTURIZING LIP COLOUR
BALM IN CHUNKY CHERRY,
FULLER FIG, SUPER
STRAWBERRY, PUDGEY
PEONY AND HEAPING
HAZELNUT, $21 EACH

LANCÔME LA VIE
EST BELLE EAU DE
PARFUM 50ML, $112

LANCÔME L’ABSOLU
ROUGE LIPSTICK IN
CAPRICE 132 CREAM
& ROSE LANCÔME
378 MATTE, $39

NEW: BENEFIT
COSMETICS
THEY'RE REAL
DOUBLE THE
LIP LIPSTICKS IN
PINK THRILLS,
NUDE SCANDAL
AND LUSTY
ROSE, $26 EACH

NEW LIMITED
EDITION: THIERRY

MUGLER ANGEL EAU
SUCRÉE EAU DE
TOILETTE, 50 ML, $82

NEW:

CALVIN
KLEIN ETERNITY
FOR MEN INTENSE
EAU DE TOILETTE,
100 ML, $95

NEW: CALVIN KLEIN
ETERNITY FOR WOMEN
INTENSE EAU DE
PARFUM, 50 ML, $85

Hello, Beautiful! Are You on the List?
Join the beautyBOUTIQUE.ca email list today and get the hottest beauty news
delivered straight to your inbox. You’ll be the first to know about new trends,
must-have makeup and exclusive promotions – all for the beauty lover in you.
Plus, you’ll receive 2000 Shoppers Optimum Bonus
when you sign up at beautyBOUTIQUE.ca/2000.

Points®

Hurry, offer ends February 12th
*Applicable to NEW email signups made at beautyboutique.ca/2000 only. You must enter a valid Optimum number to
qualify. Offer valid until February 12th, 2017 11:59PM EST. Points will be awarded by February 28th. Offer not available to
current subscribers. One offer per person. ® 911979 Alberta Ltd.

VISIT IN-S TORE AND ONLINE AT beautyBOUTIQUE.ca
SHOPPERSDRUGMART

@SHOPPERSDRUGMARTOFFICIAL
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